The definition of **fact** - noun - a thing known to be true with complete certainty

PMC’s vast knowledge of acoustic engineering gained from developing the world’s leading professional loudspeakers has been distilled into the fact® range. Only this level of understanding of the creative process, room acoustics and supreme engineering make fact® possible.

With the phenomenal benefits of PMC’s ATL™ technology the fact®8 floor-standing model produces the commanding power and scale that is capable of filling both medium and larger rooms with awe-inspiring dynamic sound.

With its compliment of twin fact® bass drivers and ultra high resolution fact® tweeter, they project an all encompassing, vivid sonic picture that can be experienced by all. These cutting edge precision drivers are seamlessly integrated with a highly sophisticated 24dB per octave crossover network and, in combination with the ultimately inert ATL™ (Advanced Transmission Line) cabinet, create an entirely natural and refined balance where vocals hang in space and are truly tangible.
Specifications

- **Freq response**: 28Hz – 30kHz
- **Sensitivity**: 89dB 1w 1m
- **Effective Transmission Line**: (Advanced Transmission Line Length) 3m 9.8ft
- **Impedance**: 8 Ohms
- **Recommended amplifier power**: 40 – 300W
- **Drive Units**:
  - LF: 2 x fact® 140mm/5 ½” precision drivers
  - HF: fact® 19mm high res SONOMEX® soft dome handfluid cooled, with 34mm surround and fact® dispersion grille
- **Crossover Freq**: 1.7 kHz
- **Crossover type**: Precision 24dB filters
- **Input connectors**: 2 pairs 4mm PMC Ag terminals
  - (Bi-wire or Bi-amp)
- **Dimensions**: H 1030mm + 25mm spikes
  - W 155mm + 80mm ingot feet
  - D 380mm + 23mm Ag terminal
- **Weight**: 20.0 kg 44lbs
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“Make no mistake, this speaker is the real deal!”
Issue 73

“Exceptional and highly desirable in every way”
April 2010

“More than mere hi-fi, fact® is a great loudspeaker”

“Take control”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HF</th>
<th>+1, 0, -1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>0, -1, -2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audiophile grade switches provide fine-tuning, ensuring the perfect sound balance in any room, and with any source combination.

”This is an excellent speaker”
Dec 2009

“They do everything well!”
Highly Recommended

“A truly great design”

subject to change without notice

White silk  Rich walnut  Graphite poplar  Tiger ebony

Luxury, hand polished ingot feet with reversible spike or ball tips

With absolute transparency of audio in mind the fact Ag pure silver coated binding post is the solution

Take control